CHICAGO
SCHULWERK
Greater Chicago American Orff Schulwerk Association

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Marnie Macke

40 years ago very few people in this country had
heard of people like Carl Orff or Gunild Keetman.
Even fewer had any knowledge of their pioneering work in the world of educating youth through
exploration, improvisation, and play. How fortunate, then, that there should be a pocket of such
people in our town of Chicago to recognize the
power and potential of this new approach, people
with the passion and dedication to help found and
nurture this brand new “Orff-Schulwerk Association” on a local and national level.
As new members came on board and added their
fire to the one already begun our chapter has
strengthened and flourished reaching wider and
wider circles as we reach out to suburbs, into the
city, send members to other regions, provide clinicians for other chapters and national conferences, and make our presence known at the national level (be sure to send in your ballots with
votes for Kathy Hummel and Peter Hinch!).
At this point in our chapter’s history we are witnessing a changing of the guard, a passing of a
generation. Our founding members, no longer as
active or even with us, have passed on the baton
and we gladly accept the challenge with eagerness, excitement, and anticipation. The very
heart of the Schulwerk is about providing a
framework for growth only limited by bounds we
set on our own creativity and the effort we choose
to give.
I am always inspired by our members who do not
hesitate to jump in and play as our students do,
who fearlessly dare to be silly or out of the box or
even *gasp* risk being “imperfect”! How many
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times have you seen the most joyous and beautiful moments be born out of those risks? Have
you ever dared being that person? Maybe you
are the person whose strengths lie in the partner activities bouncing ideas of someone else
drawing out more from each other than you
could have done alone. Perhaps you have the
strength of keen observation and perception,
able to find the best parts of any presentation
and able to work them into a creation all your
own.
This organization is built and sustained on the
cycle of inspiration and passing on what you
have been given. Before you know it election
time will be upon us again. I challenge you to
consider becoming a part of the leadership
team of this dynamic chapter, passing on what
you have been given by bringing your strengths
to the board table. Every time we come together we each bring a valuable piece to this
incredible whole. Thank you for being one of
those pieces.
I look forward to joining you in February for our
time with the Colemans!
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Greater Chicago AOSA Workshop Schedule
February 26, 2011 Andrea & Joey Coleman
Off the Page: A Collection of Choral Energizers
March 19, 2011 Adam Foley Weaving Orff and Kodaly Together
April 9, 2011 Brian Burnett Authentic Assessment for Learning in the Music Class.
At Northern Illinois University Music Building 9:00—1:00 Co-sponsored with the Fox Valley Chapter

April 16, 2011 Jeff Kriske & Randy DeLelles Construction in the Music Classroom
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Clinician Hosts Needed
Looking for an opportunity to spend some one-on-one time with our world-class presenters?
Want to bring out your inner tour guide and welcome clinicians to Chicago? Then we have just the
opportunity for you!
Our clinicians need a ride from the airport to their hotel (Oak Park's Write Inn) when they fly in the
day before a workshop, and then need to get back to the airport after the workshop. Rather than simply reimbursing them for cab fare, we would prefer to show our clinicians some friendly hospitality
and personalize their trip to Chicago. If you are willing to pick up clinicians from the airport on Friday
night, have a meal with them after the workshop, (you would get reimbursed from the chapter) and/or
then drop them off at the airport after a workshop please email Caitlin Lucci, Program Chair:
caitlin68@gmail.com
A database of volunteers willing to provide transportation is being compiled for the remainder of this
year's workshops, as well as for future clinicians.

GCAOSA Member News
Two of our Past Presidents have been nominated to serve on the
National Board of Trustees. Peter Hinch has been nominated to
serve as Region Representative of Region Six, and Kathy Hummel
has been nominated to serve as National Treasurer.
You will find your ballot in the middle of Reverberations. Be sure to tear it out, mark your vote and
send it in by January 31st.. Please show your support for our Past Presidents and vote for Peter
and Kathy!
Manju Durairaj, our Vice President, is presenting Rangoli: A Multicultural
Tapestry from Southeast Asia at IMEA, at 11:00 a.m. on January 28th in
Room CC209. She has recently published an article, Musicians Descriptions
of Their Expressive Musical Practice. in The Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education, Summer 2009.
Congratulations Manju!

Rummage Sale at March Workshop
GCAOSA’s Annual Rummage Sale will be held at our workshop on Saturday,
March 19th. All proceeds will benefit GCAOSA Summer Grants. Rummage through your long forgotten music, instruments, CD’s, tapes, books and gently used classroom materials that are not
being used and donate them to the sale. We will be happy to set the price for you!
Don’t have anything to donate? Come prepared to shop. There are great treasures
just waiting for you.
Winter 2011
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Cool Refreshing Ideas!
Pitter Patter

Kathy Hummel

This is a wonderful song for early childhood. I learned this during my Orff Certification Level I at
DePaul University. It was written by one of my classmates.

Lesson Focus: eighth note, quarter note, quarter rest, soft & loud
Process: Sing the song for the children. Sing the drips and drops softly and speak the splash
loudly. Sing the song again and ask the children to join you on the Splash at the end with a clap.
Sing the song again and ask the children to join you on the pitter patter part. Sing the song a
fourth time and ask the children to join you.
Add a rain stick at the beginning of each pitter patter measure and a tambourine tap on Splash.
For Kindergarten or First Grade add a simple chord bordun. Add movement and percussion as
desired.
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Ideas for Pre-K or Kindergarten
Carol Vrotney
These Pre-K ideas were presented at one of our
National conferences.
Song: Engine Engine Number Nine
Tempo lesson

4. Have five students stand in a circle and pretend to be jumping on the bed, and then sit
down one at a time.
5. I also play this with five stuffed monkeys,
and each student bounces the beat on the
gathering drum.

1. Teacher sings the song Engine Engine Number Nine, and asks the students to sing the word Fun Ideas for Memorizing Song
at the end of each phrase. Students sing as many Lyrics
words as they can on the third time through.
1) Select funny or colorful images on Google
2. Have students find a way to show the beat
images to help aid in word memorization. Glue
each time the song is sung.
onto large sheets of construction paper.
3. Teacher adds train whistle. Students do a
whoo oo two times at the end of each phrase
while teacher blows the train whistle.

2) Have the class stand every time they sing a
word that begins with the letter "t" for example.
Or, have the students choose the letter.

4. Lay out two cards to show tempo of train.
One card having squiggly lines farther apart and
the other one with lines closer together.

3) Clap beat on phrase 1, snap on phrase 2,
and stamp on phrase 3

5. The students can act out the tempo on sandblocks or drums. Two students can hold one
hand drum and play the drum with the other
hand.

4) Divide the class in rows or halves and alternate singing phrases to a song.
5) Tiptoe in place while singing, or do jumping
jacks.

6. Put on a CD of Little Red Caboose from Sweet
Honey in the Rock. Have tunnels for class to
make a train to go under.

6) Walk in a different direction for each
phrase. Then walk in a different direction with
a different level for each phrase.

7. Craft foam may be cut into squares with magnets placed on the bottom for the train track.

7) Play the radio game with a puppet. (inner
hearing)

Song: Five Little Monkeys

8) Write the lyrics on the board, or put on an
overhead. Have the students close their eyes
and erase or cover a few at a time testing them
on their memory.

1. Read the story to the class. Ask if the doctor's
voice is the same as the rest.
2. Students say rhyme with teacher.
3. Assign several students to barred instruments
to play the jumps, and several others to a gathering drum to tap with beaters Have a stuffed monkey lying on the drum.
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9) Have a soft ball to pass down the row and
one by one each student says a word, and
only one word from the song ,or they are out.
State lyrics until class reaches the end of the
verse or song being worked on.
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Three Little Kittens
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Smart Board Lesson

Regina Gibbons
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For more Cool Refreshing Ideas purchase a GCAOSA water bottle for
$5.00 and receive a CD of lesson plans created by the GCAOSA
Board members.
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Picture Gallery—January Chapter Share
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